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Abstract 

This paper works as a motivation to consider stronger methods in TDA (Topological Data Analysis). We discuss some of the main 

principles used currently in Big Data analysis. This discussion points became evident while we apply TDA to Big Data. Mathematical 

formal concepts might be considered, in order, to obtain better results from Data Analysis. Among these arguable principles, it may 

be considered “data grouping methods”, and also “relation data base-graph and its connection”. We discuss the topological argument, 

which stands as a powerful tool on Big Data analysis and TDA, from “inverse numbers” methodology, and we present a qualitative 

description of “Invariant Method” which we think is a strong methodology in order to obtain valuable hidden information from Big 

Data sets. Furthermore, we propose an algorithm to invariant method. 
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1 Introduction  

Big Data is one of the most interesting and complex problems to solve not 

only for science and technology but also for society itself. It demands 

stronger hardware systems to warehouse greater amounts of data, it de-

mands capability to build adequate software to process not structured and 

structured data. It also asks for a better user/client interface design. Be-

sides, Big Data philosophy demands an upgrade on timing while queries 

are required. Big Data is not only a new technology or approach to manage 

data, it is also a new view of information tool. One can say accurately, that 

Big Data is (currently) the greater practical information tool developed 

until now. This fact is evident, and it also forced and invited many other 

general sciences to contribute in some way. Mathematics and Data Scien-

tific analysis based sometimes in linear algebra and statistical processes, 

tried in many ways to add methods, point of views and strategy in order to 

benefit Big Data Analysis. One of the stronger and workable approach 

from mathematics to data analysis. TDA, which is based on topology and 

applications to data, and Big Data, has been this select product offered in 

benefit to extract information, that perhaps using other kind of methods, 

one would ever obtain [2]. Topology, in general terms, as a mathematical 

branch, is a complement discipline which involves mathematical analysis 

of continuity, abstract algebra and mathematical objects as metric spaces, 

number theory, from where many properties of study objects environment 

and landscape arise and stands for topological arguments, also, geomet-

rical approach, as the general idea of differentiability over vector fields 

and manifolds. The direct benefit to data analysis came from topology lies 

on the possibility to reconstruct an image or model of the real systems 

given a data set measured over one time-interaction convergence point. 

This method is called "inverse numbers" [1] and it has been used as a gen-

eral strategy, not only in Big Data approach, and not only with topology 

applications, thru other disciplines and information sets.  

 
The main purpose of our research group currently, has been develop of a 

TDA "invariant method", although in this article, we considered necessary 

to present an apriori vision of this same methodology and the tools that 

we are considering. Reasons to use certain kind of tools matters. It exists 

a real difference among geometrical data analysis and TDA. For the first 

one, the nature of the structure wanted is supported on distance between 

clusters. It might exist an induced and well define metric, while in TDA 

what matters is exclusively the shape and its invariant transformations.  

Therefore, an ontological method debate is worth it. This discussion rep-

resents for us the opportunity to present arguments before ordinary meth-

odologies and current tendencies on TDA study. Further we will describe 

qualitatively our topological invariant method. Technical details and for-

malism about this method might be presented in an upcoming paper.  

 

1.1 Data Science Roots and its Global Understanding. 

http://www.ibii-us.org/Journals/AJAR/
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In order to improve and acquire new and powerful knowledge and skills 

as a tech community in the world, we must understand history and deep 

roots of Data Science. There are two main branches, for which data sci-

ence stands. First one is scientific data analysis approach. In the practice, 

these operations consisting in statistical analysis on data after an experi-

ment or a set of experiments. Measuring always have been one of the 

greatest problems in sciences, but nowadays this problem has evolved to 

a complex one; once when we have a useful measurement basis (assuming 

ideal measurement requirements achieved) and Data trust quality, one can 

try to extract valuable information of this data experimental set. As we 

know, behind Big Data context and business intelligence needs, data is 

obtained directly from different kinds of sources, and variable as bigger 

they are. For example, many companies that uses Big Data philosophical 

approach in order to build a strategy obtain their sources from intern rela-

tional data basis, or social networks income, and external statistics about 

this company. In one hand, technological devices (software and hardware) 

have been improved with better data management tools. At the first cen-

tury of computational data manipulation, Relational Data Bases has been 

a pretty good example of data recovery. Big data is not always a set of lots 

of data entries of random information. We think inductively, as we dis-

covered (as mankind and scientists) that nature information presented be-

fore our perception, and then to our measurement activities, most of the 

times this studied phenomena presents hidden valuable structures and in-

formation about deep and fundamental properties about its very nature. 

 

1.2 Content and Structure. 

 

This article is structured as follows: 

 Sections 3 & 4 are written in order to set a formal proposal from a TDA 

"Invariant Method" as a regular basis against currently used methodology. 

We stand for the idea that there are mathematical and ontological errors 

among data understanding approach, and there are also mistakes made for 

data grouping. We also think invariant method would be a strong method 

due to Topological Argument.  

 In section 4 we describe benefits and advantages about using charac-

teristic class analysis on regular natural phenomena, and we built its prag-

matic, but also natural relation to Big Data Analysis. Characteristic class 

analysis is a powerful tool from topology, from where we obtain topolog-

ical invariants of a physical system (data set are included as segment rep-

resentations of physical real phenomenon), as long as topological ap-

proach can be set it first. 

   

In section 5 we discuss a topological argument, which has been used over 

other science and technology disciplines, and it show us inductively how 

useful can be. We explain how topology stands to deep analysis and un-

derstanding of things based on this model, and these amazing properties 

came from the very complexity of topology, Finally, in section 6, we pro-

pose a qualitative description of invariant method, considering the present 

discussion. 

 

1.-Introduction 

2.- A Critic on Current Data Approach 

3.- Big Data Structuring Information in TDA 

4.- Characteristic Analysis on Data Manifolds 

5.- Motivation Paradigm & Discussion 

6.- Qualitative Description of Invariant Method 

 

 

2 Criticism on Current Data Approach 

 

2.1 Two Critical debates to Consider on TDA. 

There are two different aspects to consider while we discuss Big Data vol-

umes; the first one is the main approach and methodology chosen in order 

to fit an adequate mechanism onto real data nature. The other one, stands 

before the question whether data volumes might be ordered in one way or 

another. Both aspects are discussed in the next sections. 

 

2.2 Understanding High Levels of Volume Information. 

High Big Data levels are not only bigger numerical data sets, but it also 

includes variety on data nature, that is the reason for which structuring 

become complex inside Big Data context. Many of Big Data charts are 

ruled by non-relational principles, because of the complexity level and va-

riety of information.  

Since debate points presented before, it is evident, that scientific approach 

and point of view from basic and fundamental sciences, have not impacted 

already on data science. Therefore, many of visual and conceptual choices 

taken before, inside data base culture, have been taken ignoring transcen-

dental reasons of information essence. We understand that data itself is 

not enough; i.e. although data matters, it also matters its structure, and its 

ontological nature, whether if its focus is holistic or reductionist. We 

might consider that data volumes are sets with elements, many times num-

bers, or observable variables, which are part of two natural phenomena: 

 

1.- Proper understanding of data mining.  

Under TDA scope, it doesn't matter, in order to build an inverse number 

model, the original source of data, but we do must know its mining. This 

means, that no matter what kind of phenomena we are trying to manipu-

late, TDA might work. But we also want to know about the nature of data.  

Although we lie on the same universe, and we presume the same laws of 

physics applying for almost every phenomenon -with an evident exception 

for those quantum process- the nature of a physical system, has a great 

influence in its proper understanding, specifically when we take a stand 

on ontological perception of systems. We are discussing this last point in 

next paragraph, but we might underline that, since the beginning of a data 

analysis, we have to keep in mind which phenomena is involved: whether 

if are Markovian process, or chaotic oscilator induction, or systems for 

which statistical sample measures might work.  We also might consider if 

this kind of data represents greater objects or smaller; perhaps, before a 

computer, a data base of a Bose-Einstein elastic collisions inside a vessel 

might seem similar (under data base structuring and computing optics) to 

a cumulae of stars which are bigger then high temperature microscopic 

gas. \\ This is relevant as long as we stay with BIG DATA approach; while 

relational standard data bases are in some way predictable, because of the 

great amounts of knowledge that we got, in the other hand, Big Data has 

an information data entries mixed variety.  

 

   2.- Variables which represents data are always changing.  

If we take a specific sample from a stochastical system, there is always the 

fact that, this sample would be just the "picture" and arrangement of an 

infinitesimal segment of time, for which the system evolve continuously. 

We are not talking about static data, at least not in all the cases, but this 

variation phenomena over observables, appears often. This last factor 

leads us to consider not only data volumes, but data entries elements in 

motion. Understanding motion as if these elements were part of a rate 

change of its properties with respect to time.   

One can say that measured information taken for data sets our just static 

images of a dynamic greater phenomena. Despite of Big Data it’s not the 

first "Dynamic data base", but also many of not relational data bases were 

[3], we now know, following predictions of [4] in 2020, 50 billion of de-

vices will be connected. The whole bulk of information would increase at 
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the time that gets dynamic, and maybe hardware technology takes a step 

forward in a gap. Speaking about data sources, and considering the sources 

itself, one can find a hierarchy of data entries inside a Big Data system, 

based on its relevance as we see in [5]. 

 

3 Big Data Structuring Information in TDA. 
One of the problems to deal with around data science context, is the gen-

eral vision of a data set presented. We must be ready to understand if given 

an arbitrary data set, it presents observable characteristics over Big Data 

information volumes. We also might be able to conclude which method-

ology would be the optima for research. Speaking about Big data and its 

structure, it presents two properties; Big Data stands for non-relational 

data bases, with active sources, working as a recovery information open 

system. In the other hand, Big Data admit vast kinds of information, and 

several types of data, and we should consider both aspects of it in order to 

apply proper methods based on adequate interpretations. 

 

 

3.1 ETL Engineering and Data Setting Preparation. 

Data transformations or “ETL” (Extract, Transform and Load) methodol-

ogy is very common among data analysis warehousing and processing. 

Many of the companies with a large scale of data clusters, are asking for 

TI advisers to manipulate and ordain data as they ask for. Therefore, struc-

turing information and data warehousing are needful operations inside in-

dustrial data science context. Not always, ETL operations has to do with 

statistical measurements and computing, but very often, both activities are 

complementary. ETL provides lots of strength to manipulate information 

high level volumes. One of its advantage in data structuring is a proper 

timing; this means that a good BD manipulation platform, would be able 

to compute thousands of operations in a short time in order to manage data 

for transformations or just simple queries. ETL has been the best tool until 

now to Big Data analysis. Although, ETL is a great tool, Big Data Analysis 

has not even started in its maximum reach. We are not diminishing ETL 

tasks, but ETL stage, is just the first of many possible stages that one can 

find in BD analysis process. The next step to apply mathematical analysis 

once data has been ordered, is to prepare data for a mathematical treat-

ment. 

 

3.2 Data Arrangement as mathematical object. 

Data entries filling information warehouses might arrange into a mathe-

matical object. Although, one can compare a computational data base with 

a mathematical matrix arrangement and it doesn't appeared any difference, 

at least from graphic interface sight. But there is indeed a difference, and 

it is a big difference. In one hand, table chart of a data base has limits, and 

also has defined determined aloud operations to query, transformation, ex-

traction, counting elements, joining tables, ordenation, selection, round-

ing, etc... other commands. This are relational data bases commands (SQl, 

NoSQL, MySQL, etc), although the first data science approach to Big 

Data was executed by users of structured data manager software. Evolu-

tion and demanding needs of Big Data problems, has taken us in order to 

develop adequate software, methodology and focus approach. Speaking 

about the same example, a matrix has notable advantages over simple data 

table and charts; we know that many of these operations named above, 

might be done by matrix operation algorithms, although, it is not the same 

nature of a matrix compared with a simple data chart. A matrix itself (per-

haps filled with elements of data chart or whatever other kind of elements) 

has singular properties inherited from linear algebra theory. Then, it is 

possible for a matrix to attached linear properties, speaking about it as a 

set of vectors, represent on a regular linear base, for which data arrange-

ment entries are projected. These vectors generate the whole Linear Space 

and one can use their already known properties and theorems. One of the 

greatest resources from linear algebra applied to data analysis thru matrix 

arrangements, is the spectrum analysis, for which eigenvalue spectrum 

might be computed, and it is possible to obtain useful information about 

data source and its inner operations. Several applications might be pub-

lished from eigenvalue spectrum and applications to data science, as Stock 

Market return information [7]. We might know that it exists an inner rela-

tion between eigenvalue spectrum of a matrix and topological objects, we 

can find an example of a graph linking matrix lying under a topological 

oriented manifold [8]. The previous step to topological manifold for data 

in TDA is data representation by graphs. 

 

3.3 Current Considerations on Current TDA methodology. 

As we discussed above, one of the main problems in current TDA ap-

proach is that after ETL treatment, data sets are directly and immediately 

related with graphs, in order to move forward and connect linking graph 

with graph structures.  Although, this is not exactly a wrong option, it is 

an un-sufficient one, because matrix intervention among data-graph step, 

would make a huge difference in order to obtain better and complete in-

formation. This is because of the reasons exposed last section. Therefore, 

we introduce as an obligatory term to include matrix representation of 

data, before taking graph representation one.  

 

Once we have a corresponding relation among data and graph thru matrix 

arrangement, one can define formally what we call as "graph data" and 

look out for a data science property called "data shape". Data, under this 

optics would be ready to be analyzed mathematically speaking by topol-

ogy principles and, for our case, topological invariants.  

 

4 Characteristic Analysis on Data Arrangements 
 

Characteristic class analysis is a branch of topology which consists into 

the look for special properties of mathematical spaces, which remains 

equal under continuous and isomorphic transformations, among topologi-

cal spaces. There are different kinds of this properties, as Euler numbers 

[11], Betti operators, certain kind of polynomial, matrices, and some alge-

braic groups as cohomology, homology and homotopy groups. 

 

4.1 Topological Background Foundation. 

Topology in general, stands for study of metric spaces $E$ for which con-

tinuity is granted from a proper distance definition. These spaces admit 

continuous transformations among open sets, and they are locally com-

pact, second numerable and count with Hausdorff space properties [11]. 

We say that a N-dimensional figure which can be represented algebrai-

cally or geometrically, and that counts with topological requirements, is a 

N-dimensional 'topological manifold'. There are several types of this man-

ifolds. We think, based upon many former research works, that different 

data arrangements, which can be represented by graphs, may have differ-

ent topological manifolds- Even though this method is a hard-core one, for 

the same reason, we must say that, it is a several numbers of different kind 

and dimension manifold. Thus, we might be ready, perhaps, not to know 

exactly the whole bulk of topological properties, but the methodology to 

compute these. There are well known topological properties for 3-mani-

folds which in topology are (4 dimensional spheres), and we know from 

Thurston geometrization theorem. However, there is a lot of information 

not recognized yet in classification theory of manifolds. This is the reason 

why there would be many empty knowledge vacuums when we speak 
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about specific kinds of manifolds. An adequate and optima work in this 

field, it is the one with collaboration with constitutive elementary disci-

plines; mathematical data analysis, topology and computational data ma-

nipulation.  

 

As we defined before, the greater operation hierarchy on topological 

manifolds are continuous functions on these spaces. This allow us to relate 

to geometrically apparent different spaces thru its shape, as topological 

equivalent. Formalism and mathematical theory of algebraic and combi-

natorial topology lies on this foundation. We say that a continuous map f 

is a homeomorphism if it is a double implicated function among two top-

ological spaces. Topological manifolds might comply this requirement. 

 

We are seeking these properties in data manifold. Many of T. invariants 

are well known nowadays, however, there would be a time when it is nec-

essary computing a special case, based on the same very methods. 

 

4.2 Hidden Data Information among Homeomorphism Transfor-

mations over Data Manifolds. 

Due to topological argument, while we are trying to understand a given 

information sample of a determined system, we are not looking exactly to 

understand the whole amount of information (or in this case, data entries) 

but we are concerned about generators of the given set. If a given arbitrary 

set is represented by a data graph or data manifold, or even a data matrix, 

one can look only for those mathematical objects which generate this very 

object. These indicators are, in the great majority of cases, the same as 

topological invariants. And because these objects are generators of group, 

there contain hidden information about system analyzed which is not vis-

ible at a simple superficial analysis. 

 

4. 3 T. Invariant Applicable List. 

Topological invariants, are defined depending on the kind and dimension 

of manifold. There are different kinds of invariants and its respective com-

puting methods for 3-manifolds then for 4-manifolds. Although, the same 

invariant idea may be preserved following characteristic classes which are 

generalizations of the same very invariants, working over N-dimensions. 

These work it is not done, and topologists, are always working on this 

general invariant classification structure. Therefore, a set of possible com-

putable invariants is proposed in the following list: 

 

1.- Betti Numbers [12]; For graphs, it is the number which describes de 

times that a cut over vertex might be done to reach a graph into a tree 

graph.  

2.- Betti Groups; [12]; These are chains and homotopic groups.  

3.- Homotopy Groups [12]; Homotopy groups are basis topological 

generators, these defined and gathered homology characteristics inside al-

gebraic abelian groups. There are classified into Cohomology or Homol-

ogy groups.  

4.-  Euler characteristic [14]; It is a relation among vertices and graph 

triangulation nodes and homology of its respective topological manifold. 

Computing method is well known for 3 and 4 manifolds. And there are 

some studies made for higher dimensions.  

5.- Jones Polynomials [13]; These invariants, are presented as polyno-

mials, obtained usually from knots embedded in 3-manifolds. There are 

some kind of graphs which represents knots as their topological manifolds. 

Although knots are not orientable manifolds, it is possible, most of the 

cases, to compute its respective Jones polynomial. 

6.- Euler invariant numbers [8]; These are basic elements on continued 

fractions, there might be direct invariants themselves, or entries on matrix 

invariants.  

7.- Seifert Invariants [16]: Homology 3-Spheres with Seifert invariants 

are filled with those. These fibers might be chosen as a convenience, and 

they represent characteristic invariants for chosen manifold.  

 

There are many sub-kinds of these last invariants, but generally speaking, 

these are the main topological invariants, useful to analyze properties of 

manifolds, and for this case, data manifolds. 

 

4.4 Invariant Computing. 

Invariant computing, might be done with informatics algorithms, recur-

rence rules, polynomial formulation, series expansion, matrices transfor-

mation, analytic computing of algebraic homology groups, combinatorial 

invariants of graphs, and geometrical properties analysis. There are also 

formulations given for higher dimensions which can be expanded and used 

if it is the case. 

 

5 Motivation Paradigm & Discussion 
 
5.1 A Regular Argument for TDA 
Topological argument stands for applications of topology over different 

kind of sciences. For example, algebraic topology and combinatorial one, 

has been used in some string theory models. There have been used also in 

computing [16] geometrical properties on quantum and quantum field 

models. They are also involved, in neural networks analysis, and infor-

matics net architecture. The main reason for success using topology ideas 

as application tools over other branches, is that we think, based on tran-

scendence of results, that topological properties represents something fur-

ther than a just a higher geometry. It presents, perhaps, ontological escen-

sce work field for natural interactions. Not only speaking about space-time 

structures on cosmological models, but in every cause-effect emerging 

phenomenon. Relations among objects, structured systems and geomet-

rical representations, physical work frames, and mathematical observa-

bles. might be modelled by topological models. We think thou, that objec-

tive reality can be represented and written in terms of topological invari-

ants. If we represent a given arbitrary phenomenon of physical reality with 

any case of structure (algebraic or geometrical) then it would be possible 

to analyze it since algebraic or combinatorial topology point of view, re-

spectively.   

 
5.2 Totality, Fragmentation and Topological Frame offered to Big 

Data Analysis. 

 

Holistic ontological approach for science, stands for a unified reality in all 

terms of this very reality. Our perception and analysis capacity as human 

beings, is always trying to analyze a fragmentation of all things, in order 

to comprehend better what we have perceived with our senses. But this 

fact never can deny the fact that we are living a unified and not fragmented 

reality. Perceptional fragmentation of nature knowledge might be useful 

to study some things of our environment. But we could make severe mis-

takes if we don't consider all the elements of nature together. Bohm's ap-

proach [17] to this argument, invite us to consider scientific and physical 

frameworks where we can count on this single reality, constructing again 

all the fundamental pieces of a given phenomenon. Topology provides a 

proposal for this issue. Its proposal is based on the fact that, while in ge-

ometry, physical interactions are given among object lying on geometrical 

frame, in contrast, in topology, interaction among two given objects, came 

not on topological framework, but as topological transformations. Big 

Data is a warehouse and data machine for several amounts of information 

coming from the very outside of the BD system. Despite of data recovery 

seems to show information as a fragmented set, topological invariants and 
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approach might treat it as a one single phenomenon for which its behave 

relies only in data shape. 
 
5.3 Invariant Method on Data Shape and its Advantage Points. 

Technically speaking, one of the strong points within our method is that, 

most of the times, BD set arrangements represented as graphs or matrices, 

will be multidimensional mathematical objects. Invariant method consid-

ers N-dimensional topological transformations over manifolds (even if 

those came from data graphs) and there are well known results in terms of 

properties and invariants for 3-manifolds and 4-manifolds. Although, in 

the case of higher dimension sets, there are methods in algebraic topology 

for which a higher dimension manifold can be decomposed thru specific 

topological operations as splicing or JSJ decomposition [9]. This will help 

us to manipulate essence on BD sets in topological work fields. 
 
6 Invariant Method: Qualitative Algorithm Proposal 
 
We present our proposed method elements for which algorithm stands, 

under our first considerations and assumptions. It is relevant to point out, 

that these elements not only might be present themselves in method, but it 

also matters order. Order of execution of this algorithm is totally relevant. 

One of the reasons for this fact has been exposed in section 3. But besides 

this argument, there are other reasons to take this exact order in the appli-

cation of the method. It is necessary to consider matrix formations. Even 

though, if the case happened, and a data analysis process stops at data ma-

trix stage, it is possible to find (not topological information) from data set, 

thru linear analysis of eigenvalue spectrum from matrix. 
 

6.1 The elements. 

6.1.1 Big Data Setting arrangement 

Big Data set might count with all mathematical requirements to relate data 

table charts with matrix entries. The whole ETL ordaining, transformation 

and preparation process might be done in function of matrix arrangement 

needs. There might be also, an adequate mathematical algorithm lying 

over a proper software to get fully BD information on representation ma-

trix. 

 

6.1.2 Data Matrix 

Once when BD entries are filled as a matrix arrangement, there must be a 

proper linear algebra manipulation on matrix diagonal to get canonical 

Jordan forms and Laplacian-Euler partial diagonalization [8] in order to 

set matrix blocks ready to categorical representation in a data shape graph. 

There are some properties which might be observable since this stage of 

the process, such as Euler numbers in continued fractions [8], so we can 

say that observable data shape begins to arise from matrix arrangement 

stage. 

 

Big Data demands a higher mathematical support and environment; 3-di-

mensional vector matrix or tri-lineal maps, and even higher dimensional 

matrices. Therefore, we must stop before continuing with process, to ma-

nipulate properly (even when we already settled data in ready status at 

computational DB), matrix arrangement. This is about dimension reduc-

tion and projection to manipulate arrangements. 

 

 

 

6.1.3 Graph; The shape of Data. 

Data graph is a graphical model of data, it comes directly as a continuous 

map from matrix arrangement. It represents the second appear of property 

named data shape. This method work with whatever kind of graph, not 

only tree, but non-oriented graphs also. There are some topological prop-

erties computable from this stage, such as Betti numbers of graphs. We 

don't consider data shape as categorically the same of data graph. Data 

shape is a property of data arrangements structures. \\ 

 

Once we have well stablished data graph, we might set it ready for next 

stage, which consist in data graph recognition as a 'simplicial complex' 

and its role as a triangulation of a known or not known topological mani-

fold, these methods belong to combinatorial topology [11]. This last stage, 

and data graph treatment will define the type of its attached topological 

manifold. The abstract and formal relation among a data arrangement and 

a topological or geometrical structure is called data shape. 

 

6.1.4 Data Manifold. 

Once when we relate some specific triangulation to data shape graph, we 

can define its topology as a manifold. There is a great advantage of know-

ing the manifold kind. The first one is that there are plenty of literature 

(articles, notes and books) where many characteristics and invariants of 

manifolds are well known. And this literature also contained the method-

ology to compute these invariants and get information back to data set 

reality. At his point, TDA has become just a topological algebraic prob-

lem. The greater expertise in those areas come from research on topology 

invariants of N-dimensional manifolds. There is also a complication with 

some manifolds more than others, speaking about its orientation. Not ori-

entable topological manifolds as Moebius bands or knots are complicated 

to analyze in terms of characteristic classes and invariants. 

 

6.2.1 Methodology Algorithm. 

Our proposal method to use TDA invariant method approach is the fol-

lowing: 

1.- Big Data set ready thru ETL methodology.  

2.- Matrix Arrangement for BD set.  

3.- Data Shape Graph Function from Data Matrix. 

4.- Data graph as Triangulation of T. Manifold. 

5.- Invariant Computing Over T. Data Manifold. 

6.- Data Science Interpretation of T. Invariants.  

 

This algorithm might applicable if one adjusted matrix data representation 

to data graph, to choose adequate T. invariants. We are working currently 

writing a mathematical formalism on this method, and moving forward, 

testing method over concrete data set examples. These results might be 

published in additional papers. 
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